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ABSTRAqT
The purpose of this study was to ascertain the major
problems in videodisc production and to anslter questions
about the difficulties related to these problems. A survey
was mailed to a randornly selected sample of 490 people
throughout the United States and Canada, who had attended
either a symposium or workshop on videodisc technology at
the university of Nehraska E-Tv center. A total of 213
people or 43.4t responded to the sur\tey. ResPonses were
calculated in simple numeri cal tabulations and by a simple
content anal-ysis procedure. Major results indicated that
(1) th.e najor difficulties in videodisc production were in
the areas of computer progranuning, single frame edits'
shooting and masterinsi Q, the majority of videodiscs that
were produced lrere interactive laser videodiscs for educa-
tion and training; (3) 98t of the videodiscs that had been
produced rrere ttsuccessful" and (4) major reasons why
respondents who had not Produced videodiscs included cost
and lengthy t ime involved in videodisc production.
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I. INTRODUC[ ION
Background
For the Past three years the Present author has
studied the emerging videodisc industry. Ee attended
both a videodisc symposium and a videodisc workshop at
Station KUON-TV ETv-Network in Lincoln, Nebraska. The
Second National Videodisc Symposium on the Design,
Production, Premastering and Dissentination of Video-
discs (October 1981) afforded him the opportunity to
see a number of videodiscs which had been Produced and
to listen to a number of guest sPeakers who had produced
these discs. Along with the speakers were smaller work-
shops provitled by hardware manufacturers and producers
of various other videodiscs. These Presentations and
workshops enabled the author to see and hear frorn various
producers what was the state-of-the-art. of the 180
people who atteniled, the author spoke vtith at least 40'
The author enj oyed attending and participating
in the demonstrations and lectures. Yet, when he left,
he felt inspired but unfulfilled. Ee was sti11 unsure
about the detailed Procedure of producing a videodisc'
Therefore, in December of 1981 the author travelled
back to Nebraska to attend the videodisc Design Production
Workshop. This workshoP was much smaller, about 30 people,
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and included hands-on labs as well as lectures antl group
discussion. The author now understood the complexities
of producing videoiliscs from Pre-production planning to
final mastering. fhe production, which at the time of the
symposium seemed so fascinating, was now an incredibly
complex, highly technical process .
over the past few years, the Nebraska Videodisc Design
Group has been one of the foremost leaders in the videodisc
fielil. Since so many people have gone to Nebraska to learn
about the technolog'y, and because they rePresent the popula-
tion for the sample of subjects of this survey, the author
felt it reLevant to include some background on the symposia
and workshops .
In the Past thlree years, approximately 800 people h'ave
travelled from all over the world to Nebraska to see and
hear the state-of-the-art in videodiscs. Each year, the
Nebraska Videodisc Design Group holds one symposium ancl two
workshops to provide the public with the most current informa-
tion on videodiscs anil videodisc technology.
This dissemination of information at thes:e events takes
place in a numbe r of vtays. Th.e symposium includes a number
of guest speakers (in l-981 there were six) who are the fore-
most producers of videodiscs at the time of the conference '
Each speaker taLks to the entire group of people for an hour
on his/her specific videodisc project. After this presenta-
tion, questions are taken from a panel of ten experts in the
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fie1d, some of whom are guest speakers. After all questions
from the panel are answered, the general audience is allowed
to ask questions .
After each presentation, the participants have a fifteen
minute break during which they may visit the hardware vendors.
After the major presentations are over for the day, the audience
may participate in mini-workshops and guest lectures from other
videodisc producers who are not the main speakers but have
produced their ovrn videodiscs .
The workshops differ a great deal from the symposia '
The audiences are much smal1er, usually about 30 people, and
include classroom lectures as well as hands-on participation.
The lectures include all of the many facets of producing a
videodisc fronr the pre-production planning to the Post-pro-
ductionandfinalmastering.Alsoincludedisaspecialguest
lecture from a script expe rt who helps the participant's over-
come the ilifficulty of scripting an interactive videodisc' The
hands-on workshops include Progranming the videodisc players
and working with previously developed videodiscs. Finally,
the entire group is divided into smaller groups of about five
people to design, scriPt' shoot and edit a videodisc of their
own. This exercise, through the use of a specially prepared
one-inch video tape re@rder, simulates the interactivity of
a videodisc PIaYer.
The workshoP gets at the real meat of what producing a
videodisc is all about. It takes the participant far beyond
the remote and often abstract information that one gains at
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the symposium. This statement does not suggest that the
symposium is ineffective. The information one learns at the
sympos ium is excellent, but doesn't te1l the participant
about the production end, whi ctr is vital to producing a
videodisc.
No matter whether one has attendeil either a symposium
or a workshop or both, there is a lot more to the complexity
of producing a videodisc than is presented at the symposia or
the workshops. Therefore, this study has been conducted not
only to ascertain what the majority of production problems are
but also to find the solutions to these s ame Production problems.
statement of Problem
with such a large number of peoPle attending symposia
and workshops, it would be interesting to know how many peoPle
who had attended either a symposium or a workshop had sub-
sequently produced a videodisc; and if they had, what were the
nature and reasons for their major Problems and successes' This
s tudy is important because there are many questions and con-
cerns about the future of videodiscs which remain unanswered.
One may assume that videodiscs will be around for a long time
insomecapacity.Thereappearstobelittleintheliterature
that indicates the current problem trends. More importantly,
there appears to be no specific answers to why people are or are
not able to produce videodiscs. There are a number of People who
have produced videodiscs, but there are many who have tried and
failed.
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rT. REVfEW OF RELATED LTTERATURE REVTEW
The videodi sc Svstems
There is a large body of literature that describes the
videodisc tectrnology. Presently there are two types of
systems as explained by Nugent (1980):
At this Point there is more than
one tYPe of videodlsc. In general,
they are seParated into two cate-gories: OPticaL and CaPacitance.
optical systems use a laser to read
encodeit information from the disc.
Capacitance systems use various means
to- picik up electrical capacitance
signals Pressecl into the disc.(p. 2)
The major di f ferenc'es between optical and capacitance
are that optical systems, because they use a laser beam to
read the encoded material , have the ability to proviile inter-
activity. The capacitance systems, because they are not
" frame addressable"I (Daynes. l-982) do not provide any
interactivity. For mo re information. see ApPendix D'
Problems in Vicleodisc Product ion
At the present time, there appear to be no suweys
publisheil investigating the problems andt complications in-
vol\red in producing vicleodiscs. The sources useil in the
literature search for the present study t ere the ERIC system
and the Business Periodica!.s rndex. The majority of articles
found described the various uses of the interactive video-
ilisc.
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OnIy one article (Daynes , L982) discussed the entire
production process ! Yetr e\ren this article only shors the
protluction steps and does not rcrreal a great deal of informa-
tion about specific production problems. The remainiler of
articles relate to a single problem in the area of production '
(Bailey, 1980; Bejar t L982i Clement, 1981; Etherington, 1981;
Winslow, 19 81)
Proatucing a videoilisc can be quite simple, or it can be
very complex. Ihe 1evel of difficulty is determined by the
four levels (see glossary) of discs which one can produce '
The simplest type of disc to produce ( level one) is a straight
replication of intermediate materials (see glossary) into
disc format. This is the first leve1 of production whereby the
only additional material needed in the production are picture
stops and chapter stops (see glossary) . Regarding the dtiffi-
culty of producing a videoclisc, Clement (1981) wrote:
Videodisc producers generally agree
that creating a videodisc program is
relatively easy. Organizations with
the skills to produce a videodisc orfilm should have little problem making
a videodisc. Authoring systems (seeglossary) now availa.ble greatly aid
in the Process of creating Programinteractivity. 1p. 13)
Although Clement states that the production may be
relatively easy, it isn't clear ho\d many Producers agree with
this. In factr the maj ority would Probably disagree' The
production of an interactive vitleodisc, the kind nost often
used for educational Purposes, is very complex. It involves
-7-
a great deal more than th.e replication of intermediate
materials to disc forn. neplication itself may be ve ry
complicated, and judging from personal experience, can
often be the reason for th.e failure of many disc projects'
The steps and associ.ated complications one may encounter,
as suggestedl by the literature, in the production of a
videodisc ar€ indicated in the next few paragraphs.
The first step in desigming any interactive videoilisc
is th.e s ame step as the dlesigrn of any media program: neeils
analysis. within tfre needls analysis, one determines the
Ievel of disc s/he is going to produce and the use of
appropriate media. Once this steP is completed, the tlesign
stage begins. Scripting the disc, unlike scripting a video-
tape, involves determining the number of branches (see
glossary on branching) one wants to implement. This process
varies in length as each branch reguires a specific conunanil
from the micropr:ocessor or additional comPuter'
Eor example. after turning the videodisc player on, the
viewer selects one of a nunber of learning sequen@s. After
the vi elre r has watched the instructional program, the sequence
is followed by a multiple choice qrpstion. when the viewer
makes his/her choice, the microprocessor, if it is a 1eve1
two disc pl-ayer, routes the disc to the appropriate response -
branching. rf the viewer responded correctly 
' 
the player
would simply continue. Howe\rer, if the viewer answered in-
correctly, but the response wasnlt too far off, the micro-
processor woulal branch the viewer to a remedial assistance
-8-
segrnent. If the resPonse lf,as way off target, the micro-
processor woutd branch the viewer back to the beginning of
the learning segiment where s,zhe would have to viert the entire
learning segment all over again.
The most difficult Part of scripting is the process of
deciding what the individual designer wants the learners to
do after they have made their resPonse. Related to this
problem, Etherington (1981) has indicateil the following:
Options is the onIY word that comes
closest to describing what it is like
to produce for videodisc. Assurning
theie is a micro-computer couplecl with
the ilisc player, options may be left
open from the shoot all the way t9-
viewing the disc. It is like working
with a-piece of putty that can be molded
to your specific need at any step along
the waY. The layout of the Program
breaks down into various segments which
can be initiviilually accessable, or can
be combineil in any order to conform to
the desired Presentation. Aalal s ome new
menus with a character generator, or
enter a nelv series of comnands into the
micro-computer, and the whole structure
of the Program can change. 1P. 37)
If the design of the disc is 1eve1 three or leve1 four, more
problems arise. In a leve1 three disc, the viewer may be
abletoanswerinwholesentenceswhichcomplicatesthepre-
production because it adds the element of comPuter pro-
gramling. In writing the comPuter Program, the computer
programmer has to a1low for all types of resPonses in order
to activate the branctring. For instance, if the answer to a
question is "yes" the computer program has to be able to
i ilenti fy similar responses, such as "yup" or "I agree"' for
the program to work.
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Level four is the most complicated leveL. It can in-
clude anything from multiple screen, multiple viileodiscs,
multiple comPuters and touch sensitive screens' The foLlot'v-
ing is an examPle of the fourth levet which has combined all
of the previously mentioneil items (Bailey 1980):
The viewer is sitting in front of
the television. The scene he is
watctring is exactly the same as what
he would see if he were in a car
moving dovm the street in AsPen,
colorado. The "car" approaches anintersection andl the viewer touches
a left arrov, on ttre bottom of the
screen. The car turns left through
the intersection anil proceeds down the
cross-street. At the next corner the
viewer touches the right arrolv on the
screen and the car turns right in
response, moving slowly to'rard the
mountains in the background. Part way
dcrrn the street, the vievrer again
presses the screen, this time on a stop
'signal, and the car halts beside AspenrsCity Ha1I .
This time the viewer reaches out and
touches the building on the screen and
the vi erv changes to a close-up of City-IIaII. "Wou1d the viewer like to see theinterior of City llall?" the voice asks'
"If the answer is yes, touch the build-ing and a short film of City llall will
be shown." The viewer declines antl in-
stead touches the go sign on the screen,
and the car resumes its j ourney dov'n the
street. NoId there is a bar ahead that
looks more interesting.
The armchair traveler may thus con-
tinue his remote tour of the city in-
a"fittit.ty, insPecting the sights just-asiny touri-si would in his or her car' But
on- this trip, the traveler will use nogas, have no accidents, and never leavef,is'tefevision set. unfortunately, hig
"i.it t" one of AsPenrs bars 
is strictly
visual as weII. 1p. 11)
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This project, the AsPen Project, r,tas produced by MIT.
It took over two years just to film it to include a complete
change of the seasons for the viewer. The sound recording
for this project took 100 hours. Special cameras had to be
developed and mounted to the top of a van to take pictures
from all sides of the car. The sound recording and camera
development are only some of the special work it took to
produce this proj ect.
fhe process of moving around on the screen is called
"surrogate travel." By using surrogate tra'veI, ttre viewer
can move anywhe re on the screen. Another proj ect also
developed at I.fiT was a bic.ycle manual r,vhi ch also uses
surrogate trarrel. Instead of the town of AsPen, the viewer
is presented with a picture of a bicycle. By pressing the
peilals, the learner automatically is presented with a close-
up of thern plus a step-by-steP procedure of how to repair
them.
A bicycLe repair manual on videodisc may seem simple,
but not when put into context of far harder things to
repair, such as cars. Imagine the mectrani c who canrt
remember which valve to take aPart for a compression check'
simply pressing the engine on the screen, then pressing the
valves will immedi ately detaiL the instructions for the
mechanic. Surrogate travel tnay one day be used in many
applications of training. Holve\re r, the cost and the time
--11-
to produce this tyPe of project may prohibit its procluction
for a long time.
Now that one has assembLed all of the branches and
has finished all of the scriPting, the next stage is
shooting. Shooting can be done on videotape or on film'
The time required for shooting can vary consiclerably among
projects. Assrrming that one has no probJ-ems with the filming
or taping of a Aisc project, the project must then be
edited. Once edited the project must be transferre'l to
one-inctr videotape for final mastering. Here, j udging by a
presentation made at the 1980 Videodisc Symposirm, is \ here
some of the biggest problems arise.
I{hen one uses videotape as an intermediate material, the
transfer to one-inch vi deotape will be simple enough, but the
disc will be flawed by a jittering picture' Jitter will
occur because the strEed at which videotape is shot and the
speed of the videodisc player do not correspond' If film is
used as the intermedi ate, fliclser wiII occur (see glossary) '
The process to eliminate this is callecl "rlvhite flaggingn
(see glossary) but it is costly.
Another Problem which receives a great deal of attention
isthatof'.fields"(seeglossary).Ifthefinaltransferto
videotape is done and the fields are backwards, or in other
vrords the transfer was started on the wrong field, the entire
disc will be off bY one frame '
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Other intermediate naterials, such as slidesr can cause
unique proiluction problems. llere is a problem that MfT had
with slldes in their production (Bailey, 1980):
One important consideration in
vitleodisc accessing is that the
t ime lapse between slides must
be optimizecl before the slide tofilm transfer. The time required
to access one of the 541000 frames
on a ili.s c side varies from 0-5
se conds-proportionate to the
distance between the Present andforthcoming frame. This Problemis more cti f f icult than one might
imagine since each intersection is
a branching decision. Ilowever, bYpositioning the slides in the order
of likely access' the de1aY can be
reduced. The remaining gap is reduced
by using two videodisc PlaYers.
1p. 1s)
Norrr the editing process and final transfer of the
intermediate material to one-inch tape is comPlete. If
one is producing a level two disc. the computer informa-
tion must now be encoded onto the final one-inch tape.
If the clisc is a level three or four' the comPuter pro-
gramning will be done on an external computer ancl no
computer information must be placed on the tape. It is
the Ievel tlro transfer of cornputer information which can
cause another problem for videodisc produce rs as noted by
Daynes (1982):
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Sorne pnobtems exist, however, when
using a bane-bones level-two system.First, you can not just enter these
p rograns [see APPendix E] into theplayerrs memories and run them with
any oJ.d videodisc. significant frame
locations, such as menus, questions,
feedback frames, etc., must first be
written and recorded onto videotapein an entirely separate environlent(called Post-Production or Pre-
mastering). Once the significant
frame locations, the Program and the
video have been mastered onto the ilisc,it becomes a "video ROM (read only
memory) r" which can caurie another,
more frustrating problem. If there is
a bug in the Program (e.9., the videoplayer looks ior the wrong frame number).
the- mistakes must be corrected by re-
mastering the disc. DVA will proviile a
"proof" disc upon reguest so that theprogranwring can be verified prior to
ieplication. You can also have your
Program simulated with a computer-Lonirolletl video-cassette or video-tape-
recorder (\ilPR) prior to mastering and
replication, which seems to be a better
soiution. Either way, producing an inter-
active videodisc is a "top-dorrn" situa-
tion that can end uP costing a Iot of
tine and money if you are not careful'(P. s3)
ALI four Ievels of discs requi re " frame co&e (see
glossary) which enable the disc player to operate. Holr'ever,
problems are more likeJ.y to occur in the level two disc
compute r transfer (digitat durnp) than in the level three or
four transfer becaus e levels three and four require no
computer information transfer. Therefore, the prob lems
which arise in the c'omPuter information for levels three
and four can be corrected on the comPute r diskette'
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The computer programning involved in videodisc pro-
duction differs in level two and three. In level two,
compute r information must be on the 4isc to make the
player run, and. a comPuter Program must be written to
activate aII of the branclring sequences. This second
computer Program can be input two vtays. First, the com-
puter program rlEly be input into the playerrs internal
memory after the disc has returned from the mastering
ptant. Second, it can be placed directly onto the disc in
the pressing stage. The length of the secondary computer
program is determineal by the nricroprocessor in each player
(see Appenatix E). Therefore, if there is a bug in this
secondary program, and the disc will not run, the only
solution is to re-Press the disc.
Fron looking at the computer Program in Appendix E.
one should be able to see that the computer program
differs in the level two players. the Sony L'DP-1000 and the
DvA PR-7820. The computer Programming for level three is
often much more comp lex than level tv,o Progranming ' With
the addition of an external computer, the programner has a
great deal more rnemory to work with than is avai lable in
the players' individual microprocessors ' Yet, there are
so many microcomPuters on the market that ctrosing the right
one is often hamperedl by the capabiLity of the machine'
as Bejar (1982) notes:
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Ihis reasoning suggests that it would
be inapPropriite to base research and
development efforts entirely on the
current crop of computers because
theY are now near the end of theirlif-e cycle. For example, the TRs-80
lRadio Shackl has definite limita-tions, such as the ilifficulty of going
beyond 48K bytes of memory and imple-
rneirting stanEard operating systems, such
as cP/ilt. The APPIe also has a seriouslimitation in the use of a non-standard
video signal, whi ch makes it difficult
to integiate the video output from the
cornpute i and videodisc. (As it turns
out there is a board from Video
Associates Lab that makes thispossible, but the board itself costs
irore than the APPle. Also, Adtrar seIIs
a black box, the ARS-170, that brings
the ApPte signal up to National Tele-
vision Stantlirdl Cotte (NTSC) standards) '
A second determining factor in the
choice of a comPuter is the avail-
abilitY of software to facilitate
the au-thoring process as well as thedelivery of initruction' Currently
the mosl Po\rerful authoring sYstemthat suPPorts both vi deo taPe 
-and
videoai-s-c is the University of Utah I s
video Cour'sgtal€ Implementation System(VCIS). The system runs under UCSD
Pascal on a Terak 85L0/a comPuter ' ' '
The educational Price Las close to$8,000. 1P. 80)
Although the right combination of computers and soft-
ware that are available can determine the success or failure
of lhe disc, there is yet one more piece of vital hardware
toaddtothelevelthreeandfourdesigrn.Thisfinalpiece
of harchrare iS the comPuter interface. Again, because there
are so many models, naking the correct choice can be diffi-
cult, as Daynes (1982) notes:
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Level thtee systems consist of
either level one or level teto video-
disc players interfaced to a personal
computer. Because there arenrt any
standards for videodisc players and
due to the conflicting needs of video-disc producers and users, the inter-
face can ta.IG many forms: those made
exclusively for the Pioneer vP-I000 t
those designed to accommodate severaldisc players; interfaces made exclusivelyfor Apple II' TRS-80, Atari, and custom-built- Lomputer systems i and generic inter-
faces nade for any comPuter. Some inter-
faces are also designed to either switctt(or "flip") back and forth from the
comPuter-t s video outPut to the videodisc
image or "key" the text,/graphics from ttle
comluter dinectly onto the NISC video'(P. s3)
The interface is probably not as much of a concern as
the computer, but it is important because it adds an addli-
tional cost to the level three and four design.
The last two areas of concern in the production of a
videodisc are cost and time. The anount of time it takes
to produce an interactive videodisc is related to the level
of difficulty. The cost of Producing a videodisc may be
the biggest reason why a large percentage of producers have
not produced videodiscs. The cost of the harthrare alone
is often prohibitive as noted in the $8,000 cost of the
Terak 8510,/a and the University of Utahrs vi ileo Courseware
Implementation System.
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The problem of "cost" is explained by lrlinslorc (1981):
But it must be realized that this
kind of videodisc deve loPment-
rnagni ficent and exciting as it reallyis-is strictly for the fortrurate few
wi ttr very, very large progran material
budgets .
Look at just the below-the-line costs.
This kind of videodisc application [re-ferring to level three and four] begins
wi th a player for $2,500 to $3,000, then
adds $11500 and up for the mastering and
replication of each 3o-minute Program
side----and all of this is before we get
down to the really serious above-the-line costs involved in designing,
scripting, comPuterizing, testing,
valitlating, and installing a given in-
struction, training and information
pllogram of the kind vre have been talk-
ing about.
Even given the unlimited availabilitat
of money, if all thi s---on a cost/benefitbasis-resulted in sufficient quantities
of conpleted, self-pacing, interactive,
one-to-one videodisc prograns that are
useful to large numbers of persons in
ways that were more beneficial to all con-
ceined than non-videodisc (videotape, fiIm,
AV) programs and techniques we use nolrv, all
would be s$eetness and light. 1p. 38)
rn strl nary the re are a great number of prob lems one may
encounter in the production of a videoilisc. The problems
include pre:production planning, design, scripting, shooting,
computer programming, time', hardtrare, the final mastering
and cost. The degrees of difficulty one may encounter in
the production of a videodisc relate directly to the level
of disc one is producing.
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III. METHOD
Procedure
The production problems include prFproduction planning,
design, scripting, shooting, comPuter progranming, tinE,
hardnrare, the final mastering and cost. A11 producers may
be facing th.es e same Production problems. Therefore, a
s urvey was devised to ascertain what the majority of problettts
lrere. This s urvey was designed to obtain information on why
people have or have not produced videodiscs, and what their
major production Prob lems lsere.
Th.e survey was sent with cover letter (see ePpendix A)
to a randomly selected sanq>1e of people who had attended
either a symposium or a workshop. The survey sample was a
good list to use because it represented the larger popula-
tion of media producers and users. Since these people not
only came from all over the world, and because they had
attended either a symposium or a workshop, they were probably
the most likely ones who were working on videodiscs '
ove rvietr of S urvey Questions
The following Presents the survey questions, and dis-
cusses the rationale for including these questions'
Ouestion nutnber one, (See survey instrument, Appendix
a), "Which SymPosiun arld/ot Workshop did you attend?" was
intended to establish the number of attendants at both
symposia anil workshoP.
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Question number two initiatecl a branching function with
the instrurnent, and directed the respondents to the section
on production questions. rf the respondent had not produced,
s,/he sras then directed to the alternate section on why they
had not produced any videodiscs.
Question number three, "If yes, were they laser or
CED?" establisheil what kind of videodisc the company had
proiluced. This guestion was imPortant because the majority
of pr.ob lems associated with the production of a videodisc
were in the production of a laser videodisc not in the
production of a CED disc.
Question nurnber four, "We re your discs successful?"
indicated if the respondent had proiluced a clisc that
worked upon return from the mastering Plant.
The fifth question: "slere your discs designed for:
leveI l-level 4?" determined the level of disc that was
proiluced.
The sixth guestion, which tlealt with the type of disc
that was produced' had some effect on the types of problems
encorrntereil in the production. For example, if the disc
was produced for educational Purposes, it was an interactive
clisc whi ctr was more comPlicated to produce than an archival
disc or an entertainment disc.
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Ouestion numbe r seven, "were your discs pressed at 3M,
sony, Pioneer, Discovision?" was important because the final
replication of intermediate material to videodisc is a
complicated problem which couldl dletermine the success or
failure of a videodisc Project.
Question number eight, "What was the pressing (turn-
around) time for your disc?" Ytas intended to provide in-
formation on the time factor which has reportedly been a
problem in the Past.
Question number nine, "Were your discs developed for:
in-house use, public sale, demonstration, other?" determineil
the most popular apPlications of interactive videodiscs '
The tenth question, "Which of the following was your
disc shot on: 15nrm film, 35rmn film, 3/4" vii}o, 1" video or
2" video?" iletermined if the medium that a ilisc was shot on
caused any Problems in the final outcome of the project'
(.see g1ossary, under field and jitter)
"Did you use slides in your Production?", the eleventh
question, was related to single frame edits and the possible
problems theY caused.
Ques tiols twe lve through seventeen related to production
problems causied by harch,vare, especially the microprocessor
and external compute rs which can cause comPuter programming
problems.
Ouestion number eighteen, "In developing your video-
disc, note the follouring tasks in terms of causing you
clif ficulty?r' pinpointetl the tasks that caused difficulty in
the producEion of the viiteodisc and rated them on a scale
of one to five for ilifficultY'
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The nineteenth question, "Please describe the major
difficulties or problems you faceil in producing your video-
disc. IIow were the problems resolved? " was a catctr-aIl
question intended to produce additional information not
asked about previously in the close-ended questions.'
Ouestion numbe r twenty. "P1ease comment: What have been
your major reasons for producing videodiscs?" was desigmed
to aald additional information about the Person or company rs
pre ference for videodisc.
Ouestion number tlrenty-one, "Do you plan to produce
videodiscs in the future?,' helpetl to assess the attrition rate.
If people who have produced a ilisc had a great deal of diffi-
cuIty, they may not want to attemPt to produce another disc'
Ouestion twenty-two, "At Present, are you or yourl company
using or producing: film, video, slide-tape, CAI , interactive
video, other?rt related the reasons why the compErny is not
producing discs to lth at other forms of rnedia they are indeed
producing.
Question numbe r twenty-three, "Of the previously mentioned
mealia r whi ctr do you prefer to iork with most?" was inteniled to
ascertain what the resPondentrs favorite media was if given
the opportrrnity to work with any medium '
Ihe twenty-fourth question, "If you have not produced a
videodlisc, was it because of :'. rated the reasons why people
have not Produced videodiscs '
The last question, question twenty-five' "Please comnent
on your major reasons for not using videodiscs?" was a catch-
aII question and intended to produce ad'litional information not
asked about previously in the close-eniledl questions'
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IV. RESUI,TS AND DISCUSSION
Of the 490 sunreys that were mailed out, 213, or 43.4*
were returned. This high resPonse rate may inilicate that
the respondents, who were prornised a copy of the results,
want more information on the subject of viileodisc Production.
Another interesting fact about the survey was the varied
responses. The respondents who replied to this s urvey
work in private industry, education and the Anty.
Data Analysis
The data was analyzed in two ways. First, the data v'as
examined in simple Percentage results. Second, the open-ended
questions were evaluated by a simple content analysis procedure.
Question 1: Whi ctr sympos iurn and/or workshopdid you attend?
The results to question 1 are indicatedin the following table:
Table I
symposium: 37. 58
irorkshoP: 45.5*
both sympos ium
& workshop: 7.9?
neither: 8.9t
Of the 213 respondents, the 8.9t who responded that they
attended neither a symposium or a workshop were indiviiluals
who answered a symposium,^itorkshoP attendeers survey '
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Ques.tion 2: Ilave you or your comPany
Produced any videodiscs?
The results to question 2 are indicatedin the following table:
Tab1e 2
yes:
no:
46.9*
51.9t
Of the 213 responclents, the remaining 1.48 were in the
process of developing a videodisc.
Ouestion 3: If yes, we re they Laser or cED?
The results to question 3 are indicateilin the follorving table:
Table 3
Laser:
CED:
98.0t
1.98
The fact that more laser videod'iscs were produced than
CED by such a large margin indicates the importance of the
laser videodisc for its interactive uses. The proof of this
is seen in the results of question nunber six in which the
majority of laser videodiscs were produced for education'/
training.
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A CED disc has no interactive capability. Therefore, its
uses for interactive education are minimal . It can, hovtever,
be just as effective as a videotape in the Linear Pres nta-
tion of educational material. For instance, the RCA CED disc
"Complete Tennis From The Pros" does an excellent job of
teaching the home viewer ho\r, to play tennis. ALthough its
uses are minimal in the corPorate worId, CED shoulil not be
counted out for its share of the home market.
Ouestion 4: were your cliscs successful?
The results are in table 4:
Table 4
yes:
no:
other:
92.3\
1.9*
5.7*
Ehe significance of these results can not be overstated'
$Iith such a high Percentage of respondents answering tryes"
(in oth.er words their discs worke d upon return from the
mastering plant) this supports that the videodisc is no
Ionger a questionable or unreliable redium.
It should be noted here that there was s ome question
among the respondents to the neaning of "successful"' Eow-
ever, because of the open-ended responses to the above
question, there was no likely effect on the outcome of the
results.
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A lot of credit should be given here to the mastering
plants. Ilhen the tectrnologry was brand new, there were a
nu ber of problems at the pressing or mastering stage of
videodisc production. This is not to say that there are
no problems today (refer to questions 18 t 19 for furttrer
response). of the t o resPonses to the "no" category, one
wrote, nthey were never completed without significant errors
in them so we finally (after two years) cancelled our order"'
All of these ptants face the sane potential prob lent-the
plants must be dust free. If one particle of dust is stanped
onto the disc, the disc will be ruined. Hov,eve r, the ex-
cellent response to this question should be good news for
those who planned to ilevelop videodiscs but clitl not because
of the fear of mastering probl-ens.
of those who commented on the "success" of their discs'
six said that their discs worked upon return from the master-
ing pIant, as best noted by one respondent rs consnent, "They
worked correctly, came in on budget and on sctredule' "
Ehe importance of the authoring system, as note'l earlier
in the text, can not be understated. It was encouraging to
reail that the produc't ion of videodiscs have helped in this
area. One person indicated, "They Ytere done for R & D Pur-
poses and were successful in helping us de've lop authoring
systems . "
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The success or failule of any wideodisc is often not
onLy determined by the technical fact that it does indeeil
work, but also by the response of co-workers and clients '
Three responses indicateil the folloroing:
Received wide acclaim in training
comnunity for setting standards ininteractive, hancls-on training'
our clients came back for more'
Producetl one disc - interactive - for apoint of purchase ttisplay - extremely
well received. Produced 2nd for our
Cons ume r Division - very well liked'3rd for a continuous 4 screen showfor an amusenent park "video exploratorium"
learning center - again - excellent
recePtion.
Finally, the "success" of the disc project can also be based
on its use after completion. For exanple this respondent
wrote, "Have been used for the video component of our
entire Product 1ine. "
ouestion 5: v{ere your discs designed for
The results are indicated in
the follor,ving table:
Table 5
level 1:
Ieve 1 2:
level 3:
terre 1 4 :
11.58
22.3*
43.18
23.0*
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Each of the four levels of design represents a degree
of interactive sophistication. The higher the degree of
sophistication, the more interaction a person has with the
disc. Judging by the number of responses to the 2nd
(22.321 , 3ri (43.1t) and 4th (23t) levels as compared to
11.5t for the first level, it is quite apParent that the
respondents want the higher levels of sophistication'
Even with the additional cost of an external computer 
'
the 3rd leveI of design was the most popular. There are a
numbe r of reasons for this popularity. One, the addition of
the external comPuter allows for a greater degree of flexi-
bility in the computer programming of the disc' Tliso ' the
computer program can be changed after the clisc returns from
the mastering pIant. Third, any errors in the comPuter
programning can be changed; whereas, with the level two
design, in which the computer information must be placed
directly on the disc, any problem which occurs in the
computer programming after the disc has returned from the
plant is unchangeable.
Although the majority of responses were to level
,'3,,, level r'2r' offers a good deal of interactivity without
the added expense of an external comPuter' Level 4' on
the other hand, offers ttrb highest level of sophistication
with such things as multiple ctisc players and touch-
sensitive screens. This level of design is for those who
want the best and have a great ileal of nroney to spend' It
is the nost costly level of desigrnr and for this reason it
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was s omewhat surprising to see such a high level of response
(30.7t). Some respondents indicatect that they did not under-
stand the meaning of the 4th leve1, but because the respondents
wrote in their own definition, this ambiguity ttidl not affect
the results.
Question 6: Are your disc archival, educational,
entertainment or other?
The results of the sixth question areIisted in table 5:
Table 6
archival:
educational,/
training :
entertainment:
other:
6.0t
73.4*
5 .8r
13 .68
Educational/training was the highest category because of
the discrs interactive learning capabilities '
Although the responses of 5t and 5'8t for "archival"
and ttentertainment" are nrinimal , a point should be made in
favor of the disc's use for archival storage in that it is a
marvelous storage medium with the capability of storing 54,000
slideshots.Asanentertainmentmedirm,itslimitshave
hardly been touchetl; especially when one considers all the
interactive possibilities of combining an interactive video-
disc andl a joystick or computer keyboard for all those eager
arcade wizards .
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of those who resPonded to "other", eight responses were
"marketing/point of sale", three were "demonstration ",
two were "d.evelopmentat " antl two vre re "technical manuals"'
These resPonses clearly indicate the wide variety of applica-
tions for interactive videodiscs .
Question 7: were your discs Pressed at
3M, sony, Pioneer, Disco-
visionr or other?
The results to question 7 are listed below:
Eable 7
Pioneer: 32.69
Discovis.ion: 25.08
3M: 24.32
Sony: 13.58
Other: 3.88
The basic stiPulation in choosing v'here one Presses a
disc depends s omeldhat on which machine the disc will be
played. The percentage of pressings at the old Discovision
and new Pioneer plant (57.5t) indicates not only that people
previous Iy presseil at one of the first plants ' Discovisioni
but that matry Peopte, including the ones that previously
usedDiscovision,havecontinueiltousetheplantwhenit
became Pioneer because they own Pioneer or Discovision players'
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3M, which can press discs for Sony, Pioneer and Disco-'
vision players, is a much newer facility, and after working
out all the bugs, has a fairly high share of the market with
24.3t. Although Sony only pressed 13.5t of the total
responses, this does not mean that Sony is worse than
Pioneer or 3M. some of the reluctance in seniling the video
material to Sony might be having to wait longer for the
discs to return from JaPan.
Of the 3.88 who answered "other', these discs were
pressed at RcA or for the Thomson player'
Question 8: What was the pressing (turn-around)time for Your disc?
The results are indicated in thefollowing table:
Table 8
1-2 weeks: 13. 88
3-4 weeks: 20.42
5-6 weeks: 19 .48
6-8 weeks z 27.0?
over t!f,o months: 18.98
These Percentages indicate that pressing times can vary
wialely. Although "6-8 weeks" was the most frequent response '
" 3-5 weeks " would probab )-y be a b-etter average '
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gEgiggl, We re youf discs developed for:
The results to question ninelisted be loct:
Table 9
in-house use :
public sales:
delDnstration :
other:
43.5t
10.88
29.9*
15.6r
In the category "other", fi'rze discs were developed for
military, three were developed for "point of sale/marketing"
ancl two were for delivery to client.
Question 10: whi ctr of the follol*ing I asyour disc shot on?
The results are indicated in table I0.
Table 10
16rm film:
35mm f ilm:
3/4" video:
l" video:
2" video:
13.4t
11.18
19 .58
43.5*
L2.22
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One-inch video received the highest response rate of
43.5* because its cost vs. quality ratio is far superior
Eo 3/4" vi deo and is far less costly than 2" video. Editing
of 1" video can be done on many comPuterized editing systems
whereas 3/4" video, because of its cassette format, can not
be edited the sane way. One-inctr video is better for single
frame eclits t.t.an 3/4" video because the tape is less likely
to stretch (.see questions 18 & 19). Film's greatest ail-
vantage over video is its ability to be shot in low light
levels. Film can be transferred to l'" video for editing,
but the re is still the likelihood of 3-2 pulldonn (refer to
glossary) which must be white flagged (see glossary) in
order to correct stil1 frame jitter.
Ouestion 11: Did you use slides in your production?
The an$rers to question l-1 are indicatedin the following table:
Table U
yes :
no:
50.18
39 .8t
slicles work well for static shots and graphics that can
not be input from the character generator' Slides are
especially oriented for videodiscs because of the player's
inherent still frane caPability'
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ouestion 12: Do you presently oI n
videodi sc player?
The response to question 12 is indicatedin the following table:
Table 12
yes :
no:
85 .58
14.4t
Of the 104 responses to this question, the maj ority of
respondents own players becauae they use them for "in-house "
or " demonstrational " PurPoses. If one is going to produce
for videodisc, it is a good idea to obtain a player or several
different ptayers. Not only ltill using a player help one
visualize interactivity better, it will help one understand
the different applications of the players -
Each. player has its own unique characteristics ' In-
putting computer data differs on most of the players' The
decision one mErke s about the player, although based somewhat
on the cost of the unit, should also be based on the level of
dtisc design. If one is going to ctesign a leve1 r'3 or t4rt
di.sc, where an external comPuter is necessary, one should
keep in mind the cost of the external computer an'l the cost
of the compute r interface as they will add to the total cost
of the hardh{are.
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If one is going to produce only level "3" [i.e., you need
no internal memory fron the videoilisc player) the Pioneer
L100 and an external compute r is the best cos.t,/e f fectiveness
available. Although the search tirne, the time it takes to
find one frane or segment of frames on the disc, is a little
slower than the Sony LDP 1000 ancl Pioneer 8210, the cost is
substantially less.
Question 13: If yes to nunber 12, is it a:
The anslters to the number and types
of plalers are listed in the follorcing
table:
Ouantity
Discovision PR 7820 ltodel I
Discovision PR 7280 Model II
Discovision PR 7820 Model fII
Sony LDP 1000
Pioneer 1000,/sinilar
Pioneer PR 7280 Model I
Pioneer PR 7820 llode1 II
Pioneer PR ?820 libde I III
Other
Tahle 13
1
L2
15
28
26
L7
2
5
11
2L
67Lo
01
05
05
00
10
00
00
02
00
2
I
2
5
4
1
1
1
3
0
3
I
3
3
1
3
0
0
2
2
4
0
0
1
I
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
In the category "Other",
four were Pioneer 8210rs, two
a Thoms on CSF fransmissive.
one player was
Iitere Magnavox
a Pioneer 1100,
8010 and one vras
- 
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The response to this question indlicates that the o1d
Discovision, now Pioneer, players are the most popular'
There are tlro reasons for this finding. One, the Disco-
vision comPany is one of the oldest. Two, the early problem
of having to Press one's discs at the same Dlant that the
player came fron meant that more people were inclined to
have their discs pressed in America than in Japan '
Question 14: Are you happy with your machine?
The results are listed below in table 14.
Table 14
yes 3
no:
85 .08
2.22
sometimes: 11.4t
Although most of the responses (85t) indicate that
th.e people are happy with their machines, there were some
differing opinions, such as the following:
60-708 happy - some problems can not be
repaired locallY.
VP 1000 (Pioneer) are unreliable;
PR782O-III very fasti sony LD? 1000 -fine; PR8210 - so far so good but
slow.
Would appreciate more software flexi-bility such as auto-reverse whi ctt is
available in manual control but not
when connected to an external computer.
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Amazingly durahle.
DVA reliability has been good. Sony
has a good record also.
Sometimes we have to move it
lDvA 7820-IIII often and itdoesn't like moving.
very durable - they [DvA 7820-rrr]travel alot.
Ouestion 15: Do you own an external computer?
The resPonses to question 15 are
indicated in the following table:
Table 15
yes :
no:
86,5r
13,4r
Judging by the number of level 3 and 4 disc designs,
it is easy to urderstand I hy so many resPondents have
external computers.
Question 152 Lf yes to number 15, is it a:
The results are noted in the follolving table:
Table 15
Apple 2: 42.3*
App1e 3: 4.5*
IBM Personal: 13.8*
Radio Shack: 3.8t
other: 35.3*
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Choosing an external computer is probably a far harder
decision to make than choosing a videodisc player. There
are by far a great deal more computers to choos'e from
than there are videodisc PIaYers.
The highest percentage of responses went to the Apple
2 computer. Perhaps this is because the Apple 2 was one
of the first microcomputers. However, the Apple 2 is not
necessarily the best computer, especially when one con-
siders the nuniber of nicrocomputers on the market today '
In the category "other", many of the respondents have
used various brands (see below) to meet their needs ' others
have built their om or modified existing models to meet
their demands. One does. not h.ave to build his,/her own
computer. However, some of the level 4 desig'ners needed
more capability than was offered by the store-bought com-
puters, so theY designed their ovm.
The following tabledifferent comPuters
respondents uses
rePresents the
that the
Atari :Atari 800:
CDC lIO:
CDC Plato:
Company Produet Line:
Company Built:
Commodore 54:
Cromemco:
Cromemco SYstem 3:
Data Gene ral Nova III:
Franklin Ace 1000:
Kapro II:
Mat rox MACS 10:
Motorola 5800:
Motorola 6809:
Osborne :
PEI 8032:
P rime Mini ComPuter 3
Rair 8085:
Regensy !
Sony sMc-70
S ony PC:TI Professional:
Vax-II/80:
4
3
1I
1
2
2
1
2It
1
1III
1
1I
2
5
1II
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Question 17: yes to nurnber 15, what kindlinterface do you use?
One interface is not necessarily better than the
other. Of the large number available, each has its olvn
strengths and limitations. Table 17 indicates the
responses regarding the types of interfaces:
If
of
Iable 17
AIO:
Alten Comnuni cations v!{I :Allen Connuni cat ions
Universal:
Company Built:
coloney vAr l:
Coloney VAI 2:
Coloney VAI 3:
Disc Master 1000:
E.I.A/5lLz
IEEEIIS8:
Hitactri VIP 9500(built into PlaYer) :
Meilia Graphics:
Omniscan:
Parallel:
Pioneer UEI:
Serial:
Sony RS 232:
Sony RS 232 Cz
SSM, Inc.:
Vlhitney :
I
2L
5
5
3
2
2I
1I
1I
1I
I
1
I1
4
1I
Again, one can note that some of the interfaces that
have been used are not directly off the shelf' sone inter-
faces didn't serve the Purpose of the designer, so they
built their own.
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Ouestion 18: In developing your videodisc,place a check aPProPriately to
describe the follorring tasks in
te rms of causingf You difficultY.
The results to this question are
rePorted in table 18:
Table 18
very
simple
1
very *difficult of5 cases
scriPting :
shooting:
editing:
test transfer:
film trans fer:
conputer
progranuning:
single frame
edits:
final transfer
to vi ileo :
fields:
mastering
or pressing:
L4.2*
16.48
15 .lt
24.6*
28.32
13.r*
2L.2*
26 .0t
31.38
28.3t
L4.22
24.02
21.58
24.62
15.08
17.r8
25.7*
L4.4*
26.8*
24.3*
40 .4t
40 .5t
32.9*
33. 88
41.5t
27.6*
19.6r
34 .78
34.3r
27.O*
23.88 7.1t 84
L7.7* L.2* 79
27.8* 2.5* 79
l-2.3* 4.6* 65
1l-.3t 3.7t 53
30 .2* 11.88 76
22.?* 10.5t 7L
r8 .88 5.7t 67
7.4* 0.ot 6.9
13.5t 6.7* 74
task
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For the purpose of illustration, selected responses
to guestion numbe r 19, "Please describe the major Problems
or difficulties you faced in producing your videoilisc.
IIo\ were the prob lems resolved? " have been combined with
the percentage data from question nurnber 18.
S cripting
The nost common resPonse (mode) to the level of
cli f ficulty was "3" and the a\Terage response was 2.95.
Judging, however, by the Percentage of resPonses in the
3rd and 4th levels of difficulty, scripting is one of the
harder tasks in the deve lopment of a videodisc. Scripting
an interactive videodisc, because of its non-linear format,
can be considerably more ctifficult than scripting a slide/
tape or viileotaPe Production. Here are some conulents on the
tli fficulty of scriPting:
ScriPting is t ime consuming
because of branching . . .
Scripting excactly what we
wanted the disc to PlaY back.
Script aPProvals. Too manypeople had inPut into the final-
script.
Because interactive videodiscs are non-Iinear, a major
problen was thinking interactively or visualizing inter-
activity as noted by the following responses:
- 
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One major problem was the readj ust-
ments necessary bY the staff - who
were used to Producing linear Pro-grams. The solution: daily remindersfor them to think segment by segment.
We had to stoP thinking in a linear
fashion and look at our disc as thoughit was a book (.dlividetl into chaPters )
with logical starts and stoPs.
Person writing script was not innovativein use of random access capabilities of
videodisc - (solution) rer rote script.
Getting the executive Produers to
understand the PhilosoPhic and
aesthetic differences betv{een linear
and non-tinear formats. This problem
hag not been solved, only obscured by
the cost of Iv []-aser videodiscl
utilization.
Shooting
The mode was "3" and the average response was 2'97'
Shooting an interactive videodisc is pretty straight-
fomard. In fact, it can often be easier than a straight-
fonrard videotaPe since many of the segments in an inter-
active disc, because they end with multiple choice questions
rather th an cut or dissolve into another segment. donrt have
to be edited together. The one problem a respondent com-
mented about was \ hether to "shoot on film or tape"'
Eatiting
The mode was r3r and the average rras 2'81' Edliting
for videodisc can cause a nu ber of problems that donrt
normally occur in the editing of film or videotape' The
biggest problem with editing is making sure that the editing
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system operator k:torrrs whi clr field the edi.ting system starts
on. (For comments see "fie1ds" in this section). Within
a videodisc there are two fields per frane. rf the editor
starts on the wrong fielcl, the entire disc will be off by
one fieId. ff the disc was off by one field, all the still
frarnes would also be off by one field. Therefore, the
vi aer would see half of one still frame and half of
the other still frame. It is very inportant to have the
proper editing equipment as one res pondent noted:
AlL internal Problems due to lack
of sophisticated conputer editing
equipment and trying to make use of
fifun editing equiPment which is a
carry-over from th.e past [sic]. Howe\rer
with the use of video aPPlications
wittr videodi sc the necessary etliting
equipment will be Provided.
In most of the major production houses that either use a
computer editing system or have previously edited for
videodisc, the systen operator should know which field the
editing system starts on.
Text Transfer
Number 'r3" was the mode and the average resPonse was
2.?. Text transfer rated lower on the difficulty scale
than nost of the other tasks. The reason for thi.s being that
it is not the most conplex task, but it is one of the most
time consuming, as one respontlent corElents , n. . . slort
process of inputting character generator material for
text." If one has pages of text in his,zher script, in-
putting this information will be time consuming and could
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be very cos tly depending on how much the character
generator operator charges per hour.
r.ilm Trans fer
The average resPonse was 2.47 and the mode was '3".
Film transfer was not really a major problem. The nurnber
of responses to this question was low partly because so
many respondents shot their videodisc on videotape.
Compute r Programning
Nudber '4 o lrras the mode anal 3 . 10 was the average
response. ComPuter Prograflming also scored the highest
percentage in the number "5" or "most difficult" category.
computer progranuning should be placed as a priority in the
pre-production stage, as one respondent comments on related
difficulty:
Getting a comPuter Prograrmne r/
designer to develoP the comPuter
Pnogram to do what we want. Wegot lud.y anil acciilentally connected
with a Program designer. But vte
Iitasted 8 months of work unti 1 then .
The computer Programmer must understand each of the
script segments and know ho!, to program eadr and branch '
Just as the designers had troubte thinking and scripting
interactively, so to rni ght the comPuter prograrnner ' One
respondent lrrote, "Original prograrrmer could not be used'
Ead to make several trips to explain layout and design and
instructions to new Programmer. "
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Reviewing the program content with the progratnmer is
especially important if the disc is a leve1 2 design and
the computer program must be Placed directly on the disc.
Level 2 discs have a limited amount of comPuter sPacei
therefore, the p rograrrner must be concise, as one respond-
ent noted, "Biggest limiting factor is the compute r Pro-
gramrning capability for our interactive systems."
If there are any mistakes on the level "2" clisc when
it returns from the plant, they will be uncorrectable '
one respondent indicatett this problem with, "progranrning/
encoding [which r as resol\red by] atltlitional revised proof
disc." Prob lems in computer programming could be very
costLy in the time it. takes to correct the rnistakes, the
cost of making the corrections and the cost of having the
disc pressed again.
If the disc is a level 3 design (with an external
computer) any comPuter programning can be corrected on
the floppy disc; but corrections also cost time and money '
Sinqle Frame Edits
Nrmbe r "2" I as the mode and 2.75 l as the average
response. single frame edlits ranked both lorc anil high'
They were second to comPuter programning in the numbe r of
responses in the "most difficult" category, yet they vrere
most cornnlon in the numbe r "2" category ' One reason why
"single frarne edits" ranked both 1ow anil high could be that
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problems in this area are more likely to occur depending
on the nuiber of still frames in the disc.
Single frame editing, or the abiJ-ity for the editor
to place information into one single frame of the video-
tape, is difficult. For instance, if the singfe frame
has to be re-edited several times, the videotape will
stretch. As one respondent indicated, many problens can
occur with still frames :
Most prob lems center around stillframel: image qualitY, still
storage, editing, field dominance
after 30fps transfer, font size,font style. Solutions are the
series of comPromises You make
during production as budgets anal
dleadllines winnow the alternativesto remaining choice .
Final Transfer to Video
Ilere, '3r'
response. Ehe
indicate that
Fields
was the mode and 2.63 was the average
majority of responses in this category
final transfer to video is not a major problem'
A "3" Iras the mode and 1.83 was the average resPonse '
The majority of responses indicate that "fields" are not
really a problem. As stated earlier under "editing"'
"fields" are only a problem if the editor does not know
which field the editing system starts on' Again' one
responalent noted that his/her problem stems around the
editing hardvsare:
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The major problem involved our
lack of equipment, in-house,
capable of performing frale
accurate odd field edits. There-fore we use U. of Nebraska for
editing and consultation.
Mastering or Pressing
The average response to this question was 2.43 and the
moile was "1". The results to this question can be deceiving.
Although 21 responses indicated that mastering is the "least
dlif ficult" part of the production, 20 indicated number "3"
and 5 indicated "most difficult".
One can have problerns in the mastering or pressing
stage, but the percentage of successful discs (discs that
rrill operate correctly upon return from the factorY) have
improved tremendous Iy over the years. In comparing the
number of successful discs to the number which failed, a
large part of the problem could have been the Discovision
plant which has since been closed and is now oluned and
operated by Pioneer.
A11 plants have their problems, and blaming all un-
successful discs on the Discovision plant would be unfair.
One thing to renembe r is that these Plants operate under
tril-ass A" clean-room conditions. There can be no dust in the
room.
Although the plants are better today than at their
formative stages, there are sti1l a few problems, as
illustrated by the following representative quotes:
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. . . time delays because of masteringing Problems.
we produce a 1ot of level 2 discs
with rnultiple digital dwrpts . The
major problems with manY dumPs on adisc is the transportation betvreen
dumps. Sometimes thatrs a programningproblem, sometirnes it is a masteringproblem. The mastering Process is
atill not as efficient as it shoulcl be,i.e. , multiple dumPs .
Discs technicallY flaned causing
rejection bY the machine.
Major Problem on the first disc waspoor documentation from disc manu-
lacturers on fornat (film, cue codes,
etc.) for disc pressing. Time and more
experience on both sides of the problem
have alleviated this Problem.
It is possible that tasks differ in ilifficulty among
the different level,s of production. Therefore, it is
important to re-anatyze the data in question number "18",
ancl break the tasks down by the 2nd, 3rd and 4th levels, as
indicated in tables 18 A-18 iI .
Tab1e 18 A: ScriPting
very
simpLe 1
very
5 dtifficult
numbe r of
leve I # cases
9.0*
6 .4t
20.0*
9.0t 35.3t
16.rt 51.5t
5.6t 33.3t
27.2*
22.5*
26.6*
r8.1*
3.22*
r3.3t
11
31
15
- 
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Although the mode for aII three 1evels was "3", the
average response was slightly higher in level 2 (3.3t
than both levels 3 and 4 (3.0). The difficulty in script-
ing a level 2 disc, as opposed to a level 3 disc, is that
the computer information must be placed on the leve1 2
disc. The amount of computer information one .can place
on the disc requi res scrutinizing every branch for proper
placernent. This scrutiny makes the scripting more clifficult.
Table 18 B: Shooting
very
s imple
very4 5 clifficirlt
level #
number of
cases
2
3
4
10.0t
15.6E
2l .42
40.08 30.0t
33.31 45.6t
l-4.2* 42.88
20.0r 0.0t
15.6S 0.0t
2L.4* 0.0t
10
30
14
The mode for level 2 was "2", levels 3
The average response was so similar in each
(level 2- 2.36, Ievel 3- 2.63 and level 4-
"shooting[ seens to requi re ttre same level
in each of the levels.
and 4 were "3".
of the Levels
2.54) that
of difficulty
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Tab.le 18 C: Editing
very
simple I
very
5 difficult
number of
caseslevel #
2
3
4
10.0t
13.38
t4.2t
r0.0t
10.08
2L.4*
50.0* 20.08
46.6t 16.6S
28.5r 28.5r
10.08
0.0*
7.0r
10
30
I4
The average resPonse to "editing" was ve ry similar in
all three levels: levet 2- 3.1, leve1 3- 3.0, 1evel 4- 2.92.
"Editing" for any level requires the same operation. There-
fore, there should not be any discrepancy in the difficulty'
Table 18 D: Text Transfer
very
simple L 2
\rery
5 ilifficult
number of
cases
:::::_1_______--
2 22.2*
3 13.0t
4 40.0t
55.58 1r.lt
2L.7* s2.It
20.08 40.0t
tI .1r
8 .5*
0.0t
0.0t
4 .3r
0.0t
9
23
10
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rrText transfer" is not a colPlicated procedure. It is,
hovrever, a J-engthy one. "Text transfer" was not difficult
in any of the levels, as supporte al by the average responses:
level 2- 2.1, Ievel 3^ 2.82 and leve1 4- 1.8.
Table 18 E: FiIm fransfer
very very
siniPleL 2 3 4 5difficult
numbe r of
level # cases
2 11 .18 22.22 44.4* Ir.lt 11.1t 9
3 20.0t 15.08 40.0t 25-O* 0'08 20
4 50.08 L2.5* 37.5t 0.0* 0'0t I
Ehe averaqe response to "fi1m transfer" was below
"3' in every leveI . Level 2 averaged 2'5, lerrel 3
averaged 2.6 antt leveI 4 averaged 1'62' The reason why
the average was so low in this category was that most
people used video as' an intermediate material'
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Table 18 F: Computer Prograrwdng
very
simple 1
very
5 difficuLt
numbe r of
caseslevel *
2
3
4
7
29
r3
28.58
3. 44t
15 .3r
28.5*
17.22
7 .6*
L4.22 28.58
34.48 34. 4t
23.0? 46.1r
0.0*
10.3t
7.6N
"Computer progranrning " is the first category in which
th.e average response changed considerably from Level 2 (2.4)
to levels 3 (3.31) and 4 (3.23). 'Computer progranuning"
increases in difficulty according to the tevel of design
because the levels increase in programming sophistication'
Table 18 G: Single F rame Edits
very
simple 1
very
5 difficult
number of
caseslevel *
2
3
4
30.0*
14.2*
L4.2*
40.0*
35. 7r
L4.22
10.0t
17. 8r
42.82
0.0*
32.1*
2L.4*
20.08 10
0.0* 28
7.18 L4
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The 4th Level of design is the most complicateil. The
average response Q.92) in this category indicated that 4th
level producers had more difficulty with "single frane
edits" than level 2- 2.4 and level 3- 2.67. The reason
for this could be ttrat level four designers have used more
single frame edits than the other 2 levels.
Table 18 II: Fielcls
very
simple 1
vera
5 clifficult
number of
caseslevel *
2
3
4
30.0r
18.18
7. rt
30.08
18.1*
28.5r
L0.0t 0.0*
40.9* 22.7*
35.7r l-4.2*
0 .0r
0 .0r
7. 18
IO
22
14
The average response to "fie1ds" also rose according to
the lerrel of desiqn. This increase in response from 2.4
for 1eve1 2 to 2.68 for level 3 and 2.84 for level 4 can be
accounted for by the increase in design difficulty.
Table 18 I: Final Transfer to video
very
simple 1
very
5 tlifficult
nunber of
caseslevel *
2
3
4
28.5*
24.O2
50 .0t
28 .58
20.0t
42.8*
42.84
40.0r
7 .1*
0.0r
15 .0t
0 .0t
0 .08
0.0*
0.08
?
25
t4
The nfinal trans fer to video" was not a significant
problem f,or anyone. Level 3 scored the highest a\rerage
response of 2.48. Level 2 scored 2.I and leveI 4 was 1.57.
The explanation for this being there were more cases to take
an ave rage from.
Tab le 18 iIs Mastering/Pressing
very
simple 1
very
5 difficult
number of
caseslevel *
2
3
4
44.4N
16.0t
26 .6tB
22.2*
24.0r
46.5t
11.18
40.0t
13.3t
22.2*
8.08
13. 3r
0.0t
12.0E
0.0t
9
25
15
2 3
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TIre three leveIs averaged under "3" with 2.1 for
1evel 2r 2.76 for level 3 and 2.8 for 1evel 4. This
response is understandable because all three Levels require
the s ame type of replication. The response to level 2
replication might have b'een higher if there had been more
cases .
Question 19: "P1ease describe the majorproblems or difficulties you
faced in producing your video-disc. How have the problems
been resolved? "
The answe rs to ques tion number 19, which
have been placed into 14 categories,
had the following frequencies, as
indicated in table 19.
Table 19
compute r programming:
visualizing interactivity :
covering all production bases :
design:
scripting:
mastering:
frane accurate odd field edits:
time delays :
turn-arourd time:
client:
material:
group production:
no major problems :
no response:
8.4t
5.56*
7.54r
23.5*
s.66E
6.50t
9 .43r
3.77*
3.7?*
2.838
3.77*
1.888
8.498
L2.2*
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The above frequencies indicate that the nrajority of
production problems that the r€sPondents comnented about
were in design, franne accurate odd field etlits and computer
programning. Six of the above categories - conputer
progranrming, visualizing, interactivity, scripting, master-
ing, and frame accurate odd field edits - have been discusseil
in the previous section. The renainder of the open-ended
respol*s' to numbe r nineteen have been placed in the follow-
ing eight categories :
1- Coverinq All Production Bases
Videoclisc production, no matter what 1evel of design,
can be a very lengthy Process. There are so many steps in
designing a disc that sometimes it is difficult to cover all
of them, as the following comments indicate:
Instructional design techniques(branching techniques) trial and
error resolution.
T ime allocation (produetion process
slow) integrating computer graphics,film, video, etc.
Record keeping - tracking the various
components from script through pro-
graruning. Resolved by assigning script
frames to the computer, and inventing
a special notation for tracking.
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2. Design
The design of a videodisc, because it is interactive,
provides the designer with a new way of looking at and
presenting his/her material , as represented by the follow-
ing quotes :
The major problems in any videodiscproduction is the design- stop-
videodisc is not linear rrideo. Thereis no beginning, middle, end. to it.
Pre-planning and pre-scripting solved
this problem.
Innovative technology. This technology,
as with previous "new" educationaltechnology, presents designers/developers
th.e ch.allenge of using the medium to itsfullest capability in achieving the in-
structional obj ectives .
There are many different applications for videodiscs,
and the designers must often resolve their own design problans.
Itro comnents cover this area:
Many applications needing different
components- standard systen is not
available*always waiting for the next
inrzent ion to be come available.
Our application is storing digital data-
no video- solved with circuitry to de-
code digital from analog.
Conflicts, in the design stage, occur that are often
the cause of nany problems, as these tlrvo respondents
indi cate :
Format shouldn't h ave been 16mnr, but
couldn rt use slides because security
clearances not available.
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Reducing material to 27 minutes wasbiggest problem. Resolution required
absolute ruthlessness and improved
the prograrn segrments.
Material
Often' the harclest decision is deciding what to put on
the disc. This probtem is often compounded when deciding
where to put the textual information, as one respondent
srote:
The major design problem was deciding
what would be on the disc and what on
the computer. This was first resolved by
looking at the learning required and then
examining the Practical asPects .
4. Turn-Around Time
The numerical response to "tum-around time " varied
considera.bly. The following comnents are helpful in assess-
ing this problem:
Major problems have been encountered
with disc mastering turn-around time.
There needs to be a much speedierprocess than is currently available.
Maybe 3Mrs claim of 2 week turn-around
time ririll satis fy the probLem.
The problems weren't resolved. The
vendor was consistently mavailable
to an$trer questions, aid not ever meet
a production deadline, did not follovr
up on pro:nised actions, and couldnrtget a ilisc to work satisfactorily.
3.
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5 . Tirne De lays
There are so nany stePs in videodisc production that
each and every step can take longer than expected. Two
respondents conunented:
On location in poruer plants wittr signi-ficant delays. Resolved by simply spend-
ing more time and money.
Ihe major annoyance was in the number
of delays in getting the "ctreck-disc"back from the alisc producer. Resolu-
tion has been to look at another disc
designer in the future .
6. Client
Videodiscs are so complex that explaining all the
potenti.al possibilities and problems to the client is often
difficult. The next three comments describe this Problem:
Client doesn rt unilerstand r,vhat rs
invo lved- give'm itemized Proposal.
Most difficult thing was determining
what my client wanted (rneantl . The
next bY comParison is easY.
C1ient conservatism: PR- You keeP
trying.
7. Group Production
Designing a videodisc requires a good group of People
working together in order to make the proj ect flotr as
smoothly as possible. Two respondents conunented:
Major problem was assembling a multi-
ailcipii"atry team that could co:rununicate
with Lach o-ther. Never fully resolved'
Getting people in the design g-roup to
worf tog6thLr and stay on track' Group
work extreme lY imPortant '
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8. No Major Problems
Nine respondents said that they had "no major problems".
Ouestion 20: what have been your major reasonsfor producing videodiscs?
The responses to this question have been
categorized belorr in table 20 accortling
to interactive training potential,
conunitment, simulation, keeping
technologically up to date, training/
education, storage, Product use, r & d,
no response and other.
Table 20
Interactive training Potential :
Commitment:
Simulat ion :
Keeping te ctrnologi ca1lY
up to date:
Training/education :
Storage:
P roduct use :
R&D:
CIient/contract :
Cost-e ffective s
No response !
Oth.er:
r5.9t
3.53t
10.6r
9 .73t
22.t*
3.538
5.308
7.07*
5.308
3.s38
9 .73t
3.53?
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The frequencies listed in table 20 clearly indicate
that the high.est response was to "education/training"
followeil by "interacti\re training potential". These two
categories along with all the others except "no response"
are discussed in the follotrving paragraphs.
1. Interactive Iraining Potential
The interactivity that the videodisc provides is un-
rivaled by the other teaching media avail-able today. CAI ,
whictr provides the viewer with a good deal of interactive
videotape, whi ctr can provide both textual and visual in-
formation, is not nearly as fast in searching from one
sequence to the other as the videodisc, nor does it have
the inh.erent stil1 frane capability of the videodisc player'
Videodiscs, on the other hand, can combine textual and
visual information, either in still frame or motion sequences
or they (videodiscs) can overlaP both text and visual . Ehere-
fore, the interactive videoilisc is unmatched for its inter-
active training potential, as three respondents noted:
We feel th.at it is the training/
informational media of the futurefor tectrnical training and sales
situations w.here interaction is
needed. we also find students,/
customers like going at their orn
oace without Peer Pressure or the
iear that they may "ask a durnb question" '
This helps a great deal .
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To establish alternative methods to
instruct ion driven training to
alleviate high costs, etc. Produced
videodiscs (interactive) to provide
consistent. cost-effective, self-paced
training both for internal use but alsofor our customers .
To establish self-paced training onproducts and skiI1s. Provide an
alternative method to instruction driventraining that is cost-effective and as
or more effective than instructor train-
ing.
2. Comnitment
With the advent of any nell, media, skepticism ia sure
to fol1ow. The videodisc, because of the potential number
of prob lems that can contribute to the success or failure
of any videodisc production, certainly has had its nudber
of skeptics. Ilohrever, along with the skeptics, others exist
ttlat are cdnmitted to the netv media ca1led "videodisc".
The following comnents represent this feeling of cornmitment:
Co4)orate comnitment for our nevs
delivery system.
Itts what we can do best and we
believe in the technologY anil
aPPIi cations .
3. Simul-ation
Certain situations would not be possible to simulate
!,r'ithout using a videodisc. The cost of har&vare and software
inavideodiscprodluctionisoftensoprohibitivelyexpensive
that it can make producing a viileodisc impossible' However '
there are s ituations vthere the cost of both the har&vare and
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software is far less exPensive than the cost of training on
the actuaL piece of equipnent. Therefore, the videoilisc
is an excellent device for simulation, as these respondents
comnented:
To simuLate expensive equipment; to
allow students to practice procedures
before using actual equiPment.
To simulate counseling and leadership
situations to standardize militarytraining and because of the personalinteractive requirenent of roLe playing.Military also uses videodisc to simulatepractical exercises in the area of
operation and maintenance training.
visual simulation of job experience
can not be done otheffise.
4- KeeDinq Tectrnoloqically UP To Date
In todayrs fast-Paced technical world, one can easily
faLl behind in keeping tectrnologically current. The following
respondents indicated that they are producing videodiscs just
for this reason:
we need to keeP technologicallY
up to date.
Research the technologDt forpractical use in the future as a
prodluct to be sold.
Eo do basic research to determi'ne
horrs th e technology might contribute
to the efficiency and effectiveness
of learning.
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5. Traininq,/Education
Ihe videodisc is Primarily used for education, as seen
in question nr:mber "6". The following comments back up the
high percentage resPonse 3
As a test of the effectiveness ofinteractive training for leadership
training.
Educational future:.- prove it can bedone. Solve instructional delivery
problems for areas of declining
enrollment.
ExPlore Potential of disc to suPport
educational/marketing e f fort .
Super educational tool. Very effective
and efficient tool for delivering
multiple levels antl Pieces of in-
struction .
6. Storage
A single sicle of a videodisc can hold 54,000 sLides'
Eh.ree respondents indi cated that they use videodiscs for
the discrs high storage caPacitY:
The large storage, freeze frame and
random iccess features of the videodisc'
DeveloP capability to store digital
dlata (1 .2 gegabytes) and sound over
sti11.
Itts tremenalous storage capability,
long life sPan . . .
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7. Product Use
The tremendous success of the sears Shopping Videodisc
Catalog proved th at videodiscs are excellent for shor,ring
product lines, as these comments indicate:
Future training for product line will
need to be in videodisc format.
As an excellent tool for in-storepoint-of-purchase display denrcnstration.
Best rray to qive shopper the product
information s/he needs, instantly and
no re accurately and completely than a
Live demonst ration could.
8. R & D
some respondents indicated that they produce video-
discs for research and development:
ForArmyr&doffic€...
disc technologY.
Experimentation and gaining
expe rience .
To do basic researctr to determine
horo the technologrl, might contributeto the efficienc'Y and effectiveness of
learning.
9. C1ient,/cgntract
As the videoilisc industry has matured and be come more
reliable, the demand has grocn. The folLorcing quotes
represent thi s denand:
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We have a contract with the Nav1lthat specifies we produce discs.
Client demand- programned instructional
need.
We organized an Advanceil rnstructional
Systems (Videodisc) Group to market our
videodisc course-Iitare development and our
studio production capabilities. we want
to sell discs !
10. cost-effective
As noted earlier in this section under "simulation",
videodiscs can be very @st-effective, as indicated in the
following cotulents s
Cost-effective vs. expensive equip-
ment to train students- in addition, a
safe training environment for students-
they can mal<e errors without injury due
to high voltage equiPment.
. . . Also will Prove to be more cost-
effective and reliable than tape or fiIm.
We found training discs far cheaPer thantraining simulators .
11 . Other
In the category "other" four respondents indicated that
they produce videodiscs for har&rare-suPPort, demonstration,
to learn to do it well and fun.
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Question 21: Do you plan to produce a
videodisc in the future?
The results to question 2I are indicatedin the following table :
Table 21
yes: 67.7*
no: 8.8t
uncertain: 2 3.5t
If over 2/3 of the 204 resPonses to th.is question
indicate that they are going to produce, this response can
only be a good sign for the future of the industry. of the
remaining l/3, onJy 8.8t said they are definitely not going
to proiluce and the other 23.5t are still unsure. The ans!,e rs
to why people are going to Produce have been answered in the
previous question. t{hy people have not produced and why People
may not produce in the future will be answered in question 25.
Question 22: At present are you or your
comPany Producing,/us ing :
The following table indicates the
response to question 22:
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film:
video:
s l ide,/tape !
CAI:
interactive
other:
Table 22
43.1*
76.0t
53.58
48.3t
video: 49.22
17.8*
Each of tlte figures represents a percentage of the 213
respondents who use or produce eadr of the above media. This
question was asked to ascertain what types of nedia are
still being used today along with videodiscs. It was in-
teresting to see that two of the most interactive nethods
of instruction, CAI and interactive video, scored such high
percentages. This resPonse could mean that prodluce rs are
turning to more individualized instruction.
Question 23: Of the previously rentioned
nedia that you use, which do
you prefer to work with tnost?
Th.e results to question 23 are
indicated in the following table:
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Table 2 3
Least 1 6 Most
film:
vi deo :
sJ.ideltape:
CAI:
interactive video:
other:
2.0*
5.4*
2.7*
7 .7t
4.1r
22.5*
15.0*
19 .8r
25.02
16 .5*
L2.52
9 .6r
19.08 16.08
4.7* 6 .1*
17. 5t 25 .92
L2.6* L2.6*
6.68 10.08
3.2* 19.3t
29.0* 18i08
2L.2* 42.4*
t2.92 15.78
27.L* 23.3t
13.3* 53.38
9.6t 35.4r
Question number 23 is the s.lme as numbe r 22 in order to
ascertain \rhi ctr of the media was preferreil by the individual
respondent if given the opportunity to work with the media
of his/her choice. Unfortunately, the question was poorly
wordeil as many of th.e respondents vrrote corullents that it
depends on the job they are doing. The results of this question
are not intended to reflect that one medium is better or worse
than the other; it simply states a preference for using one over
the other.
The ave rage responses were: film (3.41), video (4.741 ,
slide,/tape (3.75), cAr (4.12). interactive vi dleo (4.84) and
other (3.87). Again, these responses indicate a preference
for the individualized methods of training.
5
Quest ion 24:
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If you have not produced a
videodisc, was it because of:
The results to this question are
indi cated in the following table:
Facto r I€ast l- 5 l40st
cost 3
time :
playe r
discrepancies:
hard storage:
techni ca I
considerations :
no need at
this time:
other:
lt.2*
I_8. 3t
28.5t
66.6*
23.2*
9 .2*
3. 7r
3 .2t
8.lE
26.L*
20.0t
L6.2*
I.5B
0.0r
L7.7*
22.4*
16 .6t
3. 3r
25.58
20.0t
3. 78
- 14.58
18. 3*
7.18
3.3*
18.5*
4.6*
? .4tL
53.2*
32.62
2L.42
6 .5t
L6.2*
64.6*
85.18
In evaluating the data from question
open-ended responses from guestion 25 have
illustration where aPProPriate.
Cost
24, selected
been adiled for
One of the limiting factors of this survey was that it
did not have a question about the average cost of a video-
disc production. The cost of any videodisc production is
extremely high as I indicated earlier in the text. The high
percentage of responses (53.2t) in the number "5' or 'most"
category, which. was also the mode, clearly supPorts this
point, as do the following comments:
3
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Most of the companies who use video-disc are large corporations which
receive their paybacks bY distri-buting thousands of discs per press-ing (GMr Eord, etc.). Although we
are part of a large cor?oration, ourdistribution numbe rs in the hundreds r
and the program will need to be updatedperiodically. Therefore, the inability
to edit a disc, and partly the cost, are
the main reasons for not producing discs.
Interactive video is PrimarilY anindividual use medium, thus exPensivefor schools. The cost of development
and time are other drawbacrks . . .
Cost is prohibitive. My university isin the process of cutting 1.5 million
from the budget .
Given the first disc cost- design,production premastering, mastering.
lnd pressing- discs are too expensivefor us at the moment.
Time
Again the numbe r "5" category was the most common
response and 4.6 was the average response. The tirne it
takes to produce a videodisc was a large limiting factor
in the number of responses to "have not proiluced". Un-
fortrurately, another shortcoming of this survey was the
tack of a question about the a\re rage length of time for a
disc production. Of the trro, the author has been directJ-y
involved yrith, one took three years and the other is stiLl
going on after almost a full Year.
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Scripting, single frame edits and computer progranrning
are only three of the production steps in a videodisc that
make a videodisc production take longer than in a normal
s lide,/tape or videotape production would. Therefore, time
does become a big factor in videodisc production, as noted
in the following comlents:
Cost, time involved. Interactive di.sc
are very involved, not much in the way
of help availance to the average person.
Time, the company does things on impulse.
videodisc takes careful planning .
Other priority projects have prevented
start of disc production. Cost is no
problem . . . interest is no problem.
Timing has been th.e main problem. Once
other projects (pending) have been
completed, disc will begin. As a matter
of fact, the design stage begins in June.
Once begun, time (as a factor) vtill not
be a consideration since my company is
willing to invest t ime and money tontrard
disc production.
PLayer Discrepancies
In ttre category, "player discrepancies", nuntber t'1" vras
the node and 2.67 was the average. Although videodiscs will
not play on different brands of videodisc players (i.e.,
a Sony disc will not play on a Discovision player) the
response to this question varied so widely that it is hard
to teII just how import ant a reason this was for "not
producing t' .
One respondent noted, "compatabi lity at this point is
a big deterrent . "
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Hard Storage
Although one person connented, "Discs . . . can not
readity updatedr " the majority of responses (55.1t) were
the "l,st" column. Judging by the average resPonse which
only 1.63 "hard storage" was not a big factor.
Technical Consideration
Nu ber "3" Irras the mode and 2.88 was the average
response. There are a great deal of technical considera-
tions in the production of a videodisc such as 'computer
programming", nfields", and "single frame edits" which are
a definite deterrent to videodis.c production. Although
nurnber "3" was the mode the percentages vary all across the
spectrum, as do these comments:
be
in
we already have a videotape distri-
buting network of 400 distributors.
A change in format would entail
expense and confusion.
. . . Technical aPPlications for
original video is also a Problem.
Very ferc production houses could
, posiiuty fu1fill all the technical
iegui rements for original video.
No record capabilitY.
The technoloqty is too new. Phobia
over brand narv technology. we have
had an interactive computer networkfor over seven Years and sore users
stilI have a fear of the conPuter
terminal .
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No Need At This Time
This category scored as heavily in the most comlon
coJ.umn, "5", as d.id "cost", and with the highest average
response of 4.?. This high. percentage contrasts with the
respondents (.who hacl produced videodiscs) that indicated
that they clitl in fact h a\re clients. However, many of lhe
respondents who have not produced videodiscs because they
had no clients had the following comments:
At this point we are without a client
who wants disc.
We are a Govtt contracted and theY
decide not to produce at this time. . . .
No firm outlet for Product.
we are a conunercia.l training producer
and therefore need to make a profit on
what we produce. ,ts yet, our market
research does not indicate that enough
customers olrn har&sare and would be
willing to buy the software.
Other
In the category, "other", number "5" was the most common
response and 4.7 vlas the average.
Ouestion 25: Please corrnent on your major
reagons for not producing
videodi s cs ?
The comments to guestion number 25., which
have been inserted where appropriate in
guestion 24, ltad. the follor,ring frequencies,
as presented in table 25:
IIHACA COLLEGE LIBPARV
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TabLe 25
client:
developing expertise:
no funding:
costAenefit:
not type of organization:
leadership :
cost:
time:
ctranging technologY:
no resPonse:
pJ.ayer discrepancies :
hard storage:
13.6 t
5.68t
5.8I*
6.8r8
7.95*
2.202
13.68
9.09f
5.688
26.L*
1. 1t
1.1*
A1I of these categories have been discussed except
t'othertt.
Other responses people gave for not producing at this
time included such areas as lack of firnds or skill , no need,
nanagement uncertainty and lack of awareness, and lack of
commitment, as indicatecl by th.e following:
Still deve loping expertise. Little
demand.
Lackofr&dfunds.
The cost/benefit is simply not there
at this time.
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lle trave no faculty who have yetidentified instructional need.
L,eadership. Need management suPPort
to keep things moving. Managerent
also needs "educating " on videodiscbenefits .
[,[e are the worldr s largest conunercia].printer and due to the technological
and electric advances see, perhaps a
reason to consider videodisc as another
area of endeavor. We are looking at
the sources, the art, and the potential
market for a go-no-go decision soon.
we ha\re made a recent comnitment to a
VHS distribution network and it would
be difficult to change format. Also we
have not fully investigated the use of
videodisc in our operation. Importantfactors to us- cost of producing, speed
of producing, updating rnaterial, program
design, ROI analysis on training dollar.
Our organization has made a major
conmi tment to satellite earth station
and videocassette equipment. Videodisc
will have to wait its turn.
Insufficient need to justify expenditure
of time, money and effort.
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V. ST'IqMARY AIiID CONCLUS TONS
Of the 213 respondents, 46.9t have Produced videodiscs
and 51.6t have not produced a videodisc. The maj ority of
videodiscs (98*) were laser videodiscs and of the 92.3* of
discs that were "successful", the largest Percent vtere
produced for education,/training.
Th.e "level" of videodiscs rated higher in the 2ntl-
22.3*, 3rcl- 43.18 and 4th- 238 than in the first level-
11 .5*. This indicates the respondent t s preference for inter-
active videodiscs.
There was a varied response to the "difficulties" in
producing a videodisc. The most difficult areas in terms
of the average resPonses were: computer Prograruning (3'10),
shooting (2.g71 , scripting (2.9) t editing (2.81), and single
frame edits (2.751 . Breaking down the degree of difficulty
by the individual levels of design suggested that the more
sophisticated the leveI of design, the nore Problems were
likely to occur. Although comPuter programrning requires
more care in its level 2 transfer to videodisc, comPuter
progranming is more complex wittr the 3rd and 4th levels
because of the larger, more detailed computer program' Both
"editing" and "single frame etlits" seemed to be more dlifficult
in the advanced leveIs l2r 31 4), not only because of the
technical nature of editing for videodisc but also because
of the complexity of the program material in the various
proj ects .
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Cost and the t jrne involved in pnoducing a videodisc
were the two biggest factors for not producing a videodisc.
The cost of the hardrvare alone is $3,000 and up. Add the
cost of software and the total Production cost is often
prohibitive. Although videodisc projects vary in length I
their design, depending on the level of production, can
take years .
Based on a thorough study of the data in this survey,
th.e future of videodiscs looks very positive. The potential
of interactive videodisc in education*training has barely
been touched. ResPonses to the "success" and varied uses
of videoclisc, from education,/training to simulation and
point-of-sale, supports the belief that as media designers
learn more about the variety of videodisc applications and
how to solve the production problems they will begin to
utilize the videodisc to its fullest potential.
As stated earlier in the text, tI o weaknesses of tttis
sur\rey were the lack of questions on the amount of time it
taJces to pr"oduce a videodisc and the ave rage cost of pro-
ducing a vicleodi sc. It is possible that these tvto questions
would have provided some enlightening ddta. Another weak-
ness of th.e s urvey was the resPonse to "solving the production
prob,J.ems ". Although the responses that were given were
clear-cut, more information is needed on the solutions to
problems in "computer programning" and "single frame eilits"'
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This survey, because it taPs the problems associated
with producing a videodisc, will heighten the awareness
level of produce rs and designers to ttle major production
problens. In heightening the awareness, some of the pressure
on future designers and ileve lopers has been alleviated.
Although tomorro$r rs designers may be faced with the s ame
production problems, at least they will know which ones
could cause them the most difficulty. fhey notr have some
of the ansnters on hcm to alleviate these problems.
This survey. through the thoughts and comments of
producers, has also remo\r€d alot of the skepticism in-
volved with videodisc production. At the very least, the
survey suggests that videottiscs do work, are beneficial ,
and can, in certain cases, be more cost-effective than
other medi a available todaY.
Future research should be conducted in the areas of
computer programrning, script design, single frame edits
and mastering. If soLutions about the production clif fi-
culties in these areas are found, more people may produce
videoiliscs than are producing them today.
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VI . APPENDICES
Appenalix A: cover Letter
- 
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J. Taylor Klotz
5 l,Iap lewood Rd .
Apt. 204
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850
Aprl1 27, 1983
Dear Sir/Dladaro:
I an a graduate student ln the Corporate Medla ?rogran at Ithaca
College Ln Ithaca, New York. The enclosed questionnalre ls part of
. 
"rti"y T am conductlng for uy Maeterrs 
thesls to ascertaln the
,r.tot. .od potential problens of videodisc productlon' Your name
,.s 
"el""t"d at random from a 1lst 
provlded by the Nebraska videodisc
Design ?roduction GrouP.
Thie survey is confidentlal antl neither your naEe nor your corupanyr s
naDe !t1,11 apPear in any Part of the results'- The survey has been coded
ln order to- iend you a free copy of the results'
I rlor-rlil greatly aPPreciate yout wlllingness ro spend a few mLnutes
fffifng out-thts irr."ilor,o.tt.. Pltt"t rail the questionnaLre back
to ne islng the enclosed stauped envelope'
Thank you go much fot your cooperatlon'
Sincerely 
'
tr T*y/n,rqv J. Taylor KLotz
Enclosure
Appendix B: Survey Instrument
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VIDEODISC QI]ESTIONNAIRE
1. IlhLch Synposlum and/or Workshop dld you attend?
( ) Synrposlun #1, 1980 ( ) Ilorkshop #1, June 1-5' 1981( ) Synposlun #2, L98L ( ) Workshop /12, June 22-26, l98l( ) Sunposlun ll3, ]-982 ( ) Ilorkshop #3, December 14-18' 1981( ) Workshop #4, Uarch 2L-25, 1982( ) WorkshoP ll5' JulY 11-15, 1982( ) Iforkshop #6, Decenber 5-9' 1982
2. Have you or your coupany produced any tldeodtsca? ( ) yes ( ) no
If no, sklp to #2L.
3. If yes: I{ere theY ( ) Laeer ( ) CED
4. were your dlscs succesful? ( ) yes ( ) no
Please explain:
5. were your dlsce desJ'gned for:
( ) 1evel 1( ) 1evel 2( ) level- 3( ) leve1 4
6. Are your discs
( ) archlval( ) educatlonal( ) entertalnnent( ) other
7. were your disca Pressed at:
()sM( ) Sony( ) ?ioneer( ) Discovlslon( ) other
8. llhat lras the Presslng (turn-around) tLne for your dlac:
( ) 1-2 weeks( ) 3-4 weeks( ) 5-6 seeks( ) 6-8 ueeks( ) over tto ronths
OVER
10.
9. Were your dlscs develoPed for:
( ) ln-house use( ) publlc sale( ) deroonstratlon( ) other
Ilhich of the following rras your dlsc shot on:
( ) 16m ftlm( ) 35m ftlm( ) 3/4" video( ) 1" vldeo taPe( ) 2" video taPe.
Dld you use eliales in your Production? ( ) yes ( ) no
Do you preaently ordn a vldeodisc Player? ( ) yes ( ) no
11.
L2.
13. If yes to #1.2, ls lt a:
( ) Dlscovlsion PR 7820 odel I( ) Dlscovislon ?R 7820 Model II( ) Dlecovielon PR 7820 Uodel III( ) SonY VLP 1000( ) Pioneer 1000 or slnllar( ) Pioneer PR 7820 }Iodel I( ) Ploneer PR 7820 Model II( ) Ploneer PR 7820 Uodel III( ) othet (specifY)
Quantlty
()()()()()()()()()
14. Are you happy lrlth Your nachine:
()yes()no( ) sonetlnes
Please coment:
15. Do you own an exteroal co4uter? ()yes ()no
16. If yes to #15, 18 lt a:
( ) APPIe 2( ) Apple 3( ) IBU Personal( ) Radio Shack Model( ) other (sPecifY)
17. If yes to #15, shat kind of lnte"face do you use:
OVER
18. In developLng your vLdeodlsc, place a check appropriately to describe the
followlng tasks in terns of causing you dlfflculty:
Very Sirple 1 2 3 4 5 VerY Dlfflcult( ) scripttng( ) shoottng.( ) editing.( ) text tranafer.( ) frln transfer.( ) corputer programing.( ) stngle frane edita.( ) fields.( ) final transfer to vldeo.( ) mastering or presslng.
19. Please describe the rlaj or problens or difficultles you faced in producing your
vldeodlsc. Ilow were the problens resolved?
20. Please Cofiment:
What have been your Eajor reasons for producing vldeodLscs?
2]-. Do you plan to Produce vldeodiscs in the future?
()yes()no( ) rmcertain
At present, are you or your coupany using or Producing:
( ) filu( ) video( ) sltde/tape()cAr( ) lnteractive vldeo( ) other (please indlcate)
22.
OVER
23. Of the prevlously Dentioned Eedla that you use, whlch do you Prefer to work$'lth the Eost? Rank in order 1-5 (most).
( ) ftln( ) vldeo( ) Ellde/tape()cAr( ) lnteractlve video( ) other (epeclfy)
24. If yort have not produ:ed a vldeodlsc, was it because of:
Least 1 2 3 4 5 lIost( ) coet.( ) tlue.( ) player dLecrepancles( ) hard Bto"age.( ) technical conslderation( ) no need at th18 tlne...( ) other (specify)
25. Pleaee coment on your malor reasons for not producing videodisc:
THANK YOU
Appendix C: Glossary of Terms
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GLOSSARY
This glossary is reprinted from the June 1982 Byte Magazine.
AUTIIORING: a structured approach to de\reloping all elements
of an interactive videodisc program with emphasis onpreproduction.
BRANCII: an instruction to diverge from one sequence in a
Program to another.
CAPACITANCE DISC: a videodisc system that uses caPacitance
signals e beilded on the disc and a stylus that touches
the surface of the disc to read encoded information.
CED: capacitance electronic disc developed by RCA.
CEAPIER: a consecutive sequence of franes.
CIIAPIER STOP: a code enbedded in the vertical interval
of the videodisc that enables certain videodiscplayers (mostly level one) to locate the beginning
of chapters .
COMPF.ESSED AUDIO: sometimes called still frame audio,
compressed audio describes a methotl of dligitally
encodlng and decoding several seconds of voice-quality audio per individual disc frame, resultingin a potential for several hours of audio per disc.
CONSTANI AIIGULAR \IELoCfTY (.CAV) 3 a CAv disc revolves
continuously at 1800 rpm, one revolution per frame,
rnaking each frarne of a CAv disc addressable, a
basic requi rement for interactive videodiscs.
CONSTANT LTNEAR VELOCITY (.QLV): a CLV or extended-play
disc maintains a constant length for each frame,
thus enabling longer playing tine per side, but
sacrificing individual frane addressability.
Reference to locations on CLv discs are basically
useless for interactive videodisc applications.
CUE: a pulse entered onto one of the lines in the vertical
blanking interval (.\BI) that results in frame numbers,picture codes, closed captions, white fIags, etc.,
on the disc.
DIREeP-READ-AFTER-IIRITE (DRAI{) : a record-once oPtical-disc technology primarily used for mass storage
of digital data.
FIELD: a scan of 262 lines on the screen at L/6O second
constituting one-half of a complete video frame.
See frame.
FLICKER: sometimes known as "interfield jitter" or "jitter",flicker is a phenornenon that occurs in a videodisc
freeze frame or stilI frame when both fieldts are notidentically matctred, thus creating two differentpictures alternating every 1/60 second.
FRAME: two conrplete scans of ttre video screen at L/30
second. a frane is compcEd of tvro fields (ax 262 lines)
and a retrace; a single frarne is a standard CAv video-disc reference point. There can be as many as 541000
addressable frames on one side of a CAV videodisc.
EREEZE ERAME: a single frarne from a motion sequencte
that is stoPPed.
FULL FR;ME TIlrlE @DE: othenivise known as nondrop frame
time code, full frame time code is a standardized
SMPTE (Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers) method of address-coding a video tape.ft gives an accurate frame count rather than an
accurate t ime clocrk .
INTEPACrION: a reciprocal dialogue between the user and
the system, interactivity.
INTERSIANGEABILITY: a videodisc design strategy that
includes information readable on consumer, industrial
and computer-controlled videodisc systems .
INTERLACE: in NTSC video, half the horizontal scanninglines are laid dorivn. After retrace, the other half
are laid down so that they faIl in between theprevious lines.
INTERMEDfATE MIIrERfALS: all media selected for assembly
onto the viiteodisc premaster (i.e., 15nun film, video
tape, 35mm slides, etc.) .
iIAGGIES: a tearing phenomenon anound the edges of NTSC images.
Research at UIT has effectively solved this problem. By
so doing, it has created a nevt way of thinking aboutdisplays, computer graphics, and NTSC video. See soft
fonts .
KEYER: it cuts a hole in the backgrouncl video and fi.lLs in
th.e hole from a different video source, i.e., computer-
generated text and graphics keyed over NTSC video.
see video processing ! overlay.
LANDING PAD: a range of frames within which a player can
Iocate a frame or frame sequence. Landing padl (LPD)is also a comtnand that rnodi fies the number of times aplayer attenrpts to locate a frame following an un-
successfuL search.
LEVEL OF fNTERACTIVITY: the potential for interactionprescribed by the capabilities of videodisc hardware.
LEVEL ONE: usually a consumer model videodisc player with
st.il]-/ freeze frane, picture stop, chapter atop, frame
addressability, and dual-channel, audio, but with limited
merpry and Less processing power.
I,EVEL T'WO: an industrial-model videodisc player with the
capabilities of level one, plus on-board P rog ramnab Ie
memory and improved access times.
LEVEL THREE: Ieve1-one or level-tvo players interfaceil to
an exte rnal conputer.
IJVEL FOUR: a theoretical configuration with nore advanced
equipment wherein all things are possible.
IIASTERING: a real-time Process in whi ch the premaster
video tape is used to modulate a laser beam onto aphotosensitive glass master disc.
NTSC: the American television standard set at 525 lines by
the National lelevision Standards comnittee.
OPTfCAL DISC: a videodi sc that uses a light beam to readinformation fron the surface of the disc.
OPTICAL L{EMoRY: cligital data encoded on an optical disc
useil for mass data storage. It is estimated that one
side of an optical disc could store up to 10 billionbits.
OVERLAY: a term used to describe the keying of computer-generated text,/graphi.cs onto NTSC video.
PICPURE STOP: an instruction encoded in the verticalinterval on the videodisc to stoP the videodiscplayer on a predetermined frame.
POSTPRODUCTION PREMASTERING: sometimes called video pro-
cessing. This is the process of editing, assembly,
evaluation, revision, and coding of internediate
materials. A premaster is a fuJ.1y coded video tape.
PRE-PRODUGIIOU: atl design tasks, e.9., flowcharting,
storyboarding, scriptwriting, software design,
etc., prior to videodisc Production.
REFtEeTM (OPTICAL) DISC: method by which the laser beam
reads data encoded on an optical videodisc. In the
case of a reflective disc, the laser beam is reflected
off the shiny surface of the disc.
SCAN: to transverse the surface of the disc with the
video displayed.
SEARCII: to rapidly access a single frame or a sequence
of frames on a disc with video <iff,.
SEQUENCE: two or more frames forming one unit, e.9.,
motion sequence, still-frame sequence .
SI.oW MOIIoN: in videodisc technology, the controlled move-
ment of the laser from frarne to frarne at a variable
rate of less than 30 frames per second.
SOFT FONTS: a gray-l-evel scheme developed by MIT for high-guality fonts in NTSC video. This adds legibility,
iemoves scintillation, and enhances encodability,
which results in a display with more than 80 charactersper line on a color teLevision receiver.
STEP: to advance one frame fomard or reverse.
STILL FRjN{E: still material, including photographs, line
draw'ings, pages' etc., clesigned and presented as a
single videodisc frame.
TII REE-TWO (3-2) PULLDOVIN: a means of transferring film
shot at 24 frames Per second (fps) into video (30 fps).The first film franre is actually exposed on three videofielils, and the next fitm frame is exposed on tldo fields.
TRANSMISSIVE DISC: nethod by which the laser beam reads
data encoded on an optical videodisc. In the case
of the transmissive disc, the laser beam Passes
through the transparent surface of the dlisc.
VERTICAL-BLAIIKING INTERVAL (.VBI): 21 bLanked lines duringfield l and 2t blank lines during field 2, where in
frame nunbers, picture stoPs, chapter stops, white
fLags, closed captions, etc., are encoded.
VIID s video high density. See capacitance disc.
VfDEO REPROCESSING: the process of keying video from the
computer over NTSC video .
WEfTE FLAG: a code that identifies a new film frame.
Appendix D: videodisc Systens
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The taro types of videodisc systems are best described
in a pamphlet produced by the Nehraska Videodisc Design
Group (1980). The following is an excer?t:
Optical
With optical systerns, a laser beam
strikes micmsqlic pits on the discrs
surface, whi ch interrupts the beam.
This interrupted bam is then trans-
lated into both video and audio in-
formation whi ctl is played back on a
television receiver or monitor.
Some optical systems use reflective
discs with the light bean bouncing off
the discts surface, while others use a
transmissive disc with the light passing
through to a detector on the other side.
Each. frame on the disc has its own refer-
ence number, or address, muctt like the
pages of a book. The disc can be played
either forsard or reverse. Tracrks can be
repeated-+roducing variab le s1o\d motion.
The rate of slow motion is determined by
the number of times each frame is repeated.
When a single frame is played continuously
a still picture results.
A single frane can be played in-definitely for detailed study or the user
can step th rough the sequence one frame
at a time. Single frame information can
be placed on the disc as only one franne,
thereby saving valuable disc space which
require motion. If tracks are skipped
over rather than repeated, the result is
f ast f orrsard or scanning.
Several of the optical systems use
players with built-in microprocessors.
With the microprocessor, one can search
out individual frames by calling up a
specific frame nunber. on some players,
frame addresses can be stored in a memory
register and called up by entering the
registry number. The microprocessor also
allows the player to be progranune d in
advance to play, search, stop and so forth.
This allows such functions as "branching"
based on user input. Although the
inherent memory capacity of theplayers is somshat limited, it can
be expanded by placing computer pro-
grams directly onto the disc. Thedisc can thus program the players
memo ry one or more times to carry out
various operating sequences. In aildi-
tion, some optical disc players can be
interfaced to more powerful computers.
Capacitance
The capacitance approach to video-
disc technology exchanges the opticaldiscrs endurance and versatiLity for
technically less complex, and therefore
less expensive equipment .
Ihere are two types of capacitance
systems, one buil-t by JvC and the other
one deve J.opedl by RCA. On both types
of capacitance videocliscs, Picture and
sound information are encoded as micro-
scopic pits, muctt larger than the pits
on the optical discs. A styLus electrodepicks up the information in the form of
capacitance variations between it and the
surface of the disc.
The JvC systern uses a stylus thatglides across the surface of the disc
without making actual contact. ;M has
also demonstrated ancillary equipment
that would increase their capacitance
systemrs capabilities. one add-on device
makes variable fast anil s lorrs motion , stillframing and random access possible, another
increases the audio fitlelity.
In the RCA system, the pickup stylusis in physical contact with the ilisc
causing some wear. The RCA discs are,
however, capable of hundreds of plays
without noticeable degradation of Picture
or sound. Initially, the RCA system will
not have variable slow motion or freeze
capabilities, nor will it have stereo
audio .
App endix E: Computer Programs
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Listings Ia and lb: Compaaiaon betureen ptloghant lotlthe OVA PR-7820 and. the Sonq LOP-I000. Both pnognant
p erl6o nrn the aanz f,unction, b u.t. the Sonq pnognan ia
shonlerL becauae o( itt note e[dicient. nanagenent o{
memotLq. (Daynes L982, p. 52,
1a
A DVA PROGRJM:
00 001 102 RECAIL03 204 STORE05 105207808 509610 SEARCE11 5L2 INPUT130L4 r_15 115 BRANCIIL7218919 BP,ANCE2032L622 BRATICH23324625 BRANCH26327628 BRJANCII29 STP FWD30 131 032 WArT33534035 BRAIiICH
SET 2 IN REG 1
QUESTION I
O. DEFAT'LTS O
I. EO CORREET ANSWER
2. TO REMEDIATION
3. TO REUEDIATION
4. TO REMEDIATION
CORREET AI\ISWER
WA]T 1 SECOND
TO MUSIC
1b
A SONT PROGRAM DESIGNED TO DO TIM SAME TE,ING:
SEGMENTS:
01 13016-1301502 13017-130r703 0593r-0774004 13032-13431
PROGRAM:
00 REG 0= SET REGISTER0I 00202 sroP03 s00104 00005 INPUT06 1-01607 2-01008 3-01009 4-01010 J=011 021L2 PLAY13 500314 GOTO15 02515 STOP
t7 s002
t8 00r19 cotro20 0252L PLAY
22 500323 GOIO24 00225 PLAY26 S00427 END
QTJEST]ON I
WAIT INDEFINITELY
1. (A) TO CORREET A}ISWER
2. (B) TO REMEDIATION3. (C) TO P'EMEDTATION
4. (D) TO REMEDIATION
.]I'MP IN RXGISTER O
JI'MP IN REMEDIATION
(PLAY WHEN REG 0=0)
TO I,TUSIC
CORRECT NiISWER
WAIT 1 SECOND
TO MUSIC
REMEDIATION
TO QUESTION 1
MUSIC SEGMENT (NEXT OUESTION)
36
3?
38
39
40
4L
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
55
57
58
59
60
51
62
6
8
0
1
SEARCTI
7
3
1
0
AUTOSTOPI
DEC REG
5
BRA}iICE
l_
2
8
7
0
SEARCIII
3
2
7
0
AT}TOSTOP
HALT
REMEDIATION START
REMEDIATION END
ST]BTRAETS I FROM REG 1
TO QUESTION 1
MUSIC START
MUSIC END (NEXT QI'ES)
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